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Abstract – Flat hull ships are increasingly being used
in Indonesia for fishing boats, passenger ships and
tourist boats. However, this sort of ship has a
shortcoming in terms of the enormous resistance
compared to streamlined hull vessels, therefore it is
necessary to study the hull design of the flat hull ship.
In addition, the purpose of this research was to study
the effect of the shape and arrangement of the flat
plates that form the hull of the ship on the resistance.
The research method was the comparator ship method
in which the design of the ship models with a flat plate
hull was compared to the resistance experienced with a
ship with a streamlined hull form (comparator ship).
Hence, to reveal the resistance experienced by each
ship model, this research used the Maxsurf Resistance
Software. The results of the study found that the more
similar the hull plate arrangement of a flat hull ship
with a comparator ship, the closer the resistance being
experienced. The unevenness of the flat hull ship causes
energy losses that make the ship have high resistance.
Keywords – Flat Hull Ship, Marine Engineering,
Naval Architecture, CFD

1. Introduction
Flat hull ships have begun to be developed and
produced in Indonesia, it is used for fishing boats,
passenger ships and tourist boats.

This occurs as the shipbuilding does not require
the sophisticated technology equipment and the
manufacturing process is relatively effortless and the
raw materials can be obtained from local products
(no need for imported steel). However, this flat hull
ship has higher resistance than ships with streamlined
hulls [1],[2],[3],[4]. As a matter of fact, the amount
of resistance experienced by a ship while sailing will
affect the ship's speed and fuel consumption
[5],[6],[7],[8]. Fuel efficiency and energy
conservation are the crucial issues in the shipping
industry [9],[10].
The results of the study was the ships with Raked
bow had the lowest resistance [11]. Additionally,
optimizing the reduction of resistance experienced by
flat hull ships can be conducted by modifying the
shape of the hull used. The shape of the hull affects
the resistance experienced by the ship [1]. Modifying
the shape of the hull to reduce the resistance the ship
experiences is common in ship design science [11].
This research is aimed at examining the effect of the
shape of the plate arrangement that forms a flat hull
ship in terms of the resistance experienced by the
ship and will also discuss the effect of the shape of
the hull on the waves that occur when the ship is
moving (wave-making system energies).
2. Method
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The research method used in this study was a
comparator ship, where the ship models which had
been modified to become a flat hull ship were
compared to the comparator ships [1]. As a matter of
fact, the comparator ship in this study was a ship
with a size of 3 GT in which this sort of ships was
widely used as fishing boats and tourist boats in
Indonesia. In addition, the design of flat hull ship
models referred to the comparator ship. The
parameters being referred as the comparator ship or
the control variable consist of the main dimensions
such as hull type, bow type and transom type. The
independent variables in this study were flat hull ship
models with two types of hull skin forming plates
and the dependent variable in this study was the
resistance experienced by ships. Thus, the research
framework was shown in Figure 1.
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models was the flat plate arrangement that shaped the
hull of the ship. Moreover, the RAAZNA-001 model
was made to closely resemble the shape of the
comparator ship hull in which it would cut more hull
forming plates. The RAAZNA-002 model was made
with fewer plates than the RAAZNA-001 hull, so the
hull was less similar than the comparator ship hull.
Figure 1. Research Framework

Resistance Analysis Using Computerized
Simulation

Figure 2. Ship Model

3. Results and Discussion
The analysis of testing and comparison toward the
resistance experienced by each ship model with the
Maxsurf Resistance software using the Holtrop
(monohull) method, whose formula has been
modified for computer analysis [20] and the ship
speed range from 0 - 10 Knots is shown in Figure 3.
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The use of computers to analyze ship performance
has been commonly operated. The development of
computer technology has succeeded to cause the test
results becoming more accurate in predicting ship
designs [12]. Moreover, the analysis of ship
performance using computer simulations can reduce
testing costs and shortens the time in analyzing ship
designs [13]. In fact, the ship prediction using
computers has been proven as an accurate method in
predicting ship design results [14]. To reveal the
resistance experienced by each ship model, the study
was conducted using Maxsurf Resistance.
Maxsurf Resistance software is a computer
software that is widely used to analyze ship
performance [15]. Maxsurf Resistance has been used
to calculate the resistance of a trimaran model ship
moving on a calm and free water surface [16].
Maxsurf Resistance to investigate the effect of the
bulbous bow shape in terms of wave making
resistance on Large Container Carriers [17]. The
research that had been conducted showed that the
resistance curve experienced by the test vessel is
relatively the same from the test results by using
Maxsurf, Xflow and Daisumi Mihiro's empirical
equation [18]. Meanwhile, the Holtrop method was
used to express the resistance experienced by ships
and uses the 19th International Towing Tank
Conference (ITTC) formula which was set on
Maxsurf Resistance. The use of the Holtrop method
was chosen because it included other factors that
affect ship resistance [19].
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Table 1. Main Dimensions of the Ship

The comparator ship model was drawn according
to the shape of the hull of a fishing boat with a size
of 3 GT which was commonly used by Indonesian
fishermen (See figure 1). In line with the research
method used, the difference from the flat hull ship
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Figure 3. The comparison Chart of Resistance and
Speed of the Four Ship Models
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The testing conducted using Maxsurf Resistance
produced the resistance data experienced by each
ship model. In addition, when the speed range was
about 0.25-2.75 Knot, the comparator ship and
RAAZNA-001 models underwent the same
resistance. In the speed range of 3 - 10 knots, there
was a difference in the resistance, where the
RAAZNA-001 model went through a larger
resistance than the comparison ship. Furthermore,
when the ship’s speed reached 10 Knots, the
resistance underwent by the RAAZNA-001 model
was 1388.78 N or 2.57% greater than the comparison
ship which only experienced resistance of 1353.9 N.
Moreover, RAAZNA-002 model experiencing
resistance was 1633.34 N or 20.63% greater than the
comparison ship.
To reveal the reason why a difference existed in
the resistance from some of these models, it can be
seen from the waves that occurred when the ship was
moving. Moving ship will cause disturbance on the
fluid surface where the pressure variations that arise
were demonstrated as changes on the height surface
of the fluid [1]. In fact, testing with Maxsurft
Resistance also produced a wave phenomenon that
happened when the ship was moving forward. The
results of the wave simulation that took place when
the ship was moving is presented in Figure 4 – 6.

Figure 5. Free surface wave Pattern Maxsurf
at a speed of 4,875 kn in the RAAZNA-001

Figure 4. Free surface wave Pattern Maxsurf
at a speed of 4,875 kn in the comparator ship

Figure 6. Free surface wave Pattern Maxsurf
at a speed of 4,875 kn in the RAAZNA-002
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As a matter of fact, the comparator ship model
with the RAAZNA-001 model possessed almost the
similar divergent wave pattern, yet there were
differences in the waves that arose on the bow of the
ship. In the bow of the RAAZNA-001 model,
turbulence occurred in the fluid, while in the
comparator ship model the waves occurred in an oval
pattern. In addition, the reason why this turbulence
occurred is an interesting question. Judging from the
RAAZNA-001 hull, the ship was made by arranging
flat plates (not bent), which indicated that there was
roughness on the hull surface. The hull roughness
also increased the coefficient of friction which
resulted on the rise of the resistance experienced by
the ship.
The RAAZNA-002 model went through a bigger
wave than the comparison model and the RAAZNA001 flat hull ship model. Moreover, the fronts of the
two models formed a fault when the flow followed
the fault where the flow velocity occurred but after
passing the fault, the flow rate decreased. In
accordance with the Bernoulli equation, the
difference in flow velocity after passing through the
fault caused a pressure difference resulting in a
pressure drop which increased the ship's resistance
[21]. The results of this study are in line with the
research of the 750 DWT pioneering ship
modification model using a flat plate that had
resistance was a model that had a hull shape
resembling a real ship (streamline) [22], [23].
Water was a fluid which contained viscosity when
it met the hull of a moving ship, which triggered an
inertial forces, meaning that water particles could not
traverse the shape of the ship's hull as a whole.
Additionally, the separated water particles formed a
water vortex (wake) and the broken shape of the flat
hull ship increased the eddy which indicated an
energy loss and it created the resistance toward the
ship.
4. Conclusion
Based on the results of testing and comparing the
resistance experienced by each ship model with the
Maxsurf Resistance Software using the Holtrop
method and a speed range of 0 - 10 knots, the
RAAZNA-001 model had a resistance approaching
the comparator ship (streamlined hull ship). From the
wave phenomenon that occurred in each model, it
was concluded that flat plate ships had faults which
led to energy losses and this caused resistance to the
ship. From the research results, it can also be
concluded that the closer the flat hull ship to the
streamlined hull form the ship, the smaller the
resistance experienced by the ship. However, when
the shape of the flat hull ship approached the
comparison ship, the number of plates that made up
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the hull of the ship increased. This fact also needed
to be considered as it led to the rise of production
costs at the plate cutting stage and an increase in the
length of the weld joint. The number and length of
welded joints also caused many parts of the hull to
experience residual stress (lack of weld joints).
Therefore, further research and development on the
flat hull ship model is needed to be conducted.
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